2011 STATE GAMES OF AMERICA – SKATEBOARDING
SUNDAY AUGUST 7, 2011
MINI-RAMP

UNSPONSORED – 10 & UNDER:
1. ASHER BRADSHAW – CA
2. CJ COLLINS – CA
3. CADEN CIRELLO – CA
4. DYLAN SULLIVAN – CA
5. CONNOR HUNGER – FL
6. LOGAN RETHMEIER – CA
7. GRANT VON PINGEL – CA
8. DUSTY HENRICKSEN – CA
9. NATE VERNIA – CA
10. CURTIS CROLL – CA
11. KAI YAMASKAI – CA
12. NOAH HARNEY – NY
13. RILEY RANDOLPH – CA
14. BENNETT SCHWARTZ – NJ
15. DILLON HENRICKSEN – CA
16. DESMOND SHEPHERD – CA
17. BRADEN HUNGER – FL
18. KALIB YANG – CA
19. ALBERT BURKLE – CO
19. SPENCER BREAUX – NY
21. CADEN MOORE – CA
22. DILLON SPOOR – CA
23. LENNOX EHLERS – CO
24. FINNLEY STESS – CA
25. JOSEPH SCIASCIA – PA
26. DYLAN SCHWARTZ – NJ
27. JAMES CHARBONNEAUM – ID

UNSPONSORED – 11 & OVER:
1. HAYDEN CLARK – CA
2. JAKE KOTTKE – CA
3. AIDAN DANSEY – CA
4. ROWAN THUNDER – CA
5. MATTHEW WILCOX – CA
6. CHRISTIAN TORRENCE – CA
7. JOSH KONING – CA
8. BLAKE ADAMS – CA
9. ETHYN DEAMOS – CA
SPONSORED – ALL AGES:
1. FRANK FERNANDEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
2. MICAH WU (COSMIC) – KY
3. TOBY GUMMERSON (POCKET PISTOLS) – CA
4. TYLER HUNGER (FORCE TRUCKS) – FL
5. JACK WINBURN (TERMITE) – SC
6. AARON RIVERA (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
7. ANTHONY VALDEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
8. DONOVAN LIEBELT (KALISTER) – CA
9. WILLIAM MARTINEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
10. REID WATSON (17 SKATEBOARDS) – CO
11. MELISSA SPILLMAN (ALL GIRL SKATE JAM) – CA
12. EVAN DOHERTY (TRIPLE 8) – MO
13. JEREMY GREEN (HANGER 94) – CA
14. RILEY KOZERSKI (SOBRIETY) – CA
15. ANNIKA VRKLAN (ROCKSTAR BEARINGS) – CA
16. ISAAC FERNANDEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
17. KLARA VRKLAN (TERMITE) – CA
18. NICOLE NOLLER (GRO) – CO

BOWL

UNSPONSORED – 10 & UNDER:
1. ASHER BRADSHAW – CA
2. CJ COLLINS – CA
3. BENNETT SCHWARTZ – CA
4. DYLAN SULLIVAN – CA
5. GRANT VON PINGEL – CA
6. NATE VERNIA – CA
7. KAI YAMASKAI – CA
8. DILLON SPOOR – CA
9. DUSTY HENRICKSEN – CA
10. NOAH HARNEY – NY
11. DYLAN SCHWARTZ – NJ
12. CURTIS CROLL – CA
13. FINNLEY STESS – CA
14. ALBERT BURKLE – CO
15. CONNOR HUNGER – FL
16. LENNOX EHHLERS – CO
17. LOGAN RETHMEIER – CA
18. JAMES CHARBONNEAM – ID
UNSPONSORED – 11 & OVER:
1. MATTHEW WILCOX – CA
2. AIDAN DANSEY – CA
3. HAYDEN CLARK – CA
4. JOSH KONING – CA
5. BLAKE ADAMS – CA
6. ROWAN THUNDER – CA
7. ETHYN DEAMOS – CA

SPONSORED – ALL AGES:
1. RAD PINCKARD (AZPX) – CA
2. JONATHAN SCHWAN (DESTROYER) – CA
3. FRANK FERNANDEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
4. EVAN DOHERTY (TRIPLE 8) – MO
5. TYLER HUNGER (FORCE TRUCKS) – FL
6. TOBY GUMMERSON (POCKET PISTOLS) – CA
7. JACK WINBURN (TERMITE) – SC
8. JEROMY GREEN (HANGER 94) – CA
9. REID WATSON (17 SKATEBOARDS) – CA
9. WILLIAM MARTINEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
11. ANNIIKA VRKLAN (ROCKSTAR BEARINGS) – CA
11. DESMOND SHEPHERD (TERMITE) – CA
13. MELISSA SPILLMAN (ALL GIRL SKATE JAM) – CA
14. ISAAC FERNANDEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
14. RILEY KOZERSKI (SOBRIETY) – CA

PARENT AND CHILD:
1. REID WATSON AND NICOLE NOLLER
2. NATE VERNIA AND BRIAN VERNIA
3. ANNIIKA VRKLAN AND MELISSA SPILLMAN
4. JOEY ZIPP AND CHRIS ZIPP
5. LENNOX EHLERS AND ROBER EHLERS
6. DILLON spoor AND DON spoor
7. JAMES CHAR AND SHAWN CHAR

VERT:

UNSPONSORED:
1. MATTHEW WILCOX – CA
2. AIDAN DANSEY – CA
3. NATE VERNIA – CA
4. CJ COLLINS – CA
5. DUSTY HENRICKSEN – CA
6. DILLON HENRICKSEN – CA
7. BENNET SCHWARTZ – NJ
8. CADEN MOORE – CA
SPONSORED:
1. EVAN DOHERTY (TRIPLE 8) – MO
2. JONATHAN SCHWAN (THEEVE TRUCKS) – CO
3. RAD PINCKARD (AZPX) – CA
4. TOBY GUMMERSON (POCKET PISTOLS) – CA
5. JEROMY GREEN (HANGER 94) – CA
6. FRANK FERNANDEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
7. JACK WINBURN (TERMITE) – SC
8. REID WATSON (17 SKATEBOARDS) – CO
9. TYLER HUNGER (FORCE TRUCKS) – FL
10. MARKUS OLBREZ (TERMITE) – CA
11. ANNHIKA VRKLAN (ROCKSTAR BEARINGS) – CA
12. RILEY KOZERSKI (SOBRIETY) – CA
2011 STATE GAMES OF AMERICA – SKATEBOARDING
SATURDAY AUGUST 6, 2011
UNSPONSORED STREET:

MINIS – 8 AND UNDER:
1. KALEB VAN NIEL – CA
2. ASHER BRADSHAW – CA
3. DUSTY HENRIKSEN – CA
4. KAYLIB YANG – CA
5. NATE VERNIA – CA
6. CADREN MOORE – CA
7. KAI YAMASAKI – CA
8. LENNOX EHLERS – CO
9. PATRICK CANNON – CA
10. DILLON HENRIKSEN
11. KYAN YANG – CA
12. FINNLEY STESS – CA
13. ANNKA VRKLAN – CA
14. CJ COLLINS – CA
15. CURTIS CROLL – CA
16. JOSEPH SCIASCIA – PA
17. BRYCE TANNER – CA
18. STONE SULLIVAN – CA
19. MAKAI HAYES – CA
20. KLARA VRKLAN – CA
21. JAMES CHARBONNEAUM – ID

NOVICE – 9-10:
1. GRANT VON PINGEL – CA
2. CADEL CIRELLO – CA
3. BRADEN HUNGER – FL
4. DYLAN SULLIVAN – CA
5. RYAN RODRIGUEZ – CA
6. CONNOR HUNGER – FL
7. BRAEDEON VUDMUSKA – CA
8. RILEY RANDOLPH – CA
9. CHUCK CROCICCHIA – CA
10. LOGAN RETHMEIER – CA
11. BENNET SCHWARTZ – NJ
12. NOAH HARNEY – NY
13. DILLON SPOOR – CA
14. AVA CAVANAUGH – CA
15. JACKSON RICHARDS – CA
16. ALBERT BURKLE – CO
17. RICO DIXON – CA
1A – 11-12:
1. MATTHEW WILCOX – CA
2. VICTOR ACEVES – CA
3. JAKE KOTTKE – CA
4. AUSTIN HEILMAN – CA
5. MATEO RAEL – CA
6. LUCAS FRIETAS – CA
7. DEVAN UDALL – CA
8. CHASEN CHRISTENSEN – CA
9. KAI SWICK – CA
10. NICHOLAS LIVIGNI – CA
11. RORY HAMILTON – CA

2A – 13 AND OVER (INTERMEDIATE):
1. MORGAN FISHER – CA
2. SHANE GEORGE – CA
3. STONE HENDRIKX – CA
4. TRAVIS CLARK – CA
5. JOSH KONING – CA
6. BRIAN HEWITSON – CA
7. ISAAC CONTRERAS – CA
8. BLAKE ADAMS – CA
9. RIVER YEARSLEY – CA
10. JUSTIN MCWILLIAMS – CA
11. ROWAN THUNDER – CA
12. RYAN HEWITSON – CA
13. IAN DE LA CRUZ

3A – 13 AND OVER (ADVANCED):
1. TANNER LAWLER – CA
2. MATT MCKAY – CA
3. COLE CAVANAUGH – CA
4. HAYDEN CLARK – CA
5. CHRISTIAN TORRENCE – CA

PARENT AND CHILD STREET:

1. TANNER LAWLER AND DEBBIE LAWLER
2. MAKAI HAYES AND NATHAN HAYES
3. ANNIKA VRKLAN AND MELISSA SPILLMAN
4. AUSTIN HEILMAN AND FRANK WELSH
SPONSORED STREET:

**SPONSORED – 12 AND UNDER:**
1. CONNOR KEPP (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
2. TYLER HUNGER (FORCE TRUCKS) – FL
3. REID WATSON (17 SKATEBOARDS) – CO
4. JACK WINBURN (TERMITE) – SC
5. WILLIAM MARTINEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
6. DRAYDEN GARDNER (DVS) – CA
7. FRANCISCO PINTO (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
8. NOAH MARTIN (ARNETTE) – CA
9. EVAN DOHERTY (TRIPLE 8) – MO
10. ALEJANDRO MARTINEZ (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
11. RYDER STARICK (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
12. NOAH COSGROVE (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
13. RYAN ARMSTEAD (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
14. ZACHARY TAVERRITE (CONTINUOUS) – CA
15. COLE PERERA (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
16. KIERAN VRKLAN (TERMITE) – CA
17. SERGIO ANAYA (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
18. DONOVAN LIEBELT (KALISTER) – CA
19. DESMOND SHERIFF (TERMITE) – CA
20. ELEK VRKLAN (TERMITE) – CA

**SPONSORED – 13-15:**
1. SHANE SULLIVAN (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
2. TANNER THOMPSON (OLD COKS) – AZ
3. MICAH WU (COSMIC) – KY
4. SEAN BYRNE (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
5. GAGE BOYLE (REAL) – CA
6. FRANK FERNANDEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
7. BILLIE RODIL (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
8. BRADLEY MUSTOE (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
9. EDDIE SABLAN (MACBETH) – CA
10. CHASE BARNEY (STRUGGLE) – CA
11. TRAVIS HARRISON (CONTINUOUS) – CA
12. JOHNATHAN GARCIA (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
13. ALEX CAJERO (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
14. RUDY MORENO (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
15. JAVIER SOLIS (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
16. MICHAEL SMITH (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
17. TONY MAI... HURT (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
SPONSORED – 16 AND OVER:
1. JORDAN PEDRAZA (COVERT) – CA
2. STERLIN FITZGERALD (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
3. ANTHONY VALDEZ (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
4. MELISSA SPELLMAN (ALL GIRL SKATE JAM) – CA
5. BRENT BELL (EPIC) – CA
6. AARON RIVERA (THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP) – CA
7. ANTHONY JOHNSON (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
8. NATHAN FORSON (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
9. VERTON RUSSELL (CHALKBOARD) – CA
10. ANDREW LOVE (ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN) – CA
11. WILLIAM ARNOLD (POWER BALANCE) – CA

TEAM AWARDS:
1. ON THE BEACH/CITY OF MARINA/DRAWN
2. THE GARAGE BOARDSHOP
3. CONTINUOUS
4. COVERT
5. OLD COKS
6. FORCE TRUCKS
7. 17 SKATEBOARDS
8. COSMIC
9. TERMITE
10. ALL GIRL SKATE JAM
11. REAL
11. EPIC
13. DVS
14. ARNETTE
15. TRIPLE 8
15. CHALKBOARD
15. MACBETH
18. STRUGGLE
19. POWER BALANCE
20. KALSTR